Victorian Steam Locomotives
Trevithick's 'Tram Waggon'
The concept of a self-propelled steam driven locomotive was proved viable by Richard Trevithick
in 1804 at the Penydarren iron works near Merthyr Tydfil. It probably looked something like this:

Trevithick's engine of 1804
It had a single, double-acting piston housed inside the boiler which was operated by 'clack' valves
whose stops can be seen in the above diagram labelled 'n'. When the piston reached the end of its
travel, the pin 'O' would knock the stop, changing the position of the slide valve.
Because there was only one piston, a flywheel was necessary to keep the machine moving during
the 'dead' phases.
It is not clear where the firebox was located but the engine almost certainly had a single flue. What
is known is that the exhaust steam was directed up the chimney to assist the draught of the fire. This
innovation is often attributed, incorrectly, to Robert Stephenson.
On a test run the engine successfully hauled a 10 ton load a distance of 9 miles as 4 mph but as it
broke some of the plate rails on which it ran, the owner of the works decided against using it on a
regular basis and the parts were eventually used for some other purpose.

Murray's 'Salamanca'
In 1812, Matthew Murray designed and built the first commercially successful locomotive, the
'Salamanca' for the Middleton colliery. As the colliery had very steep gradients on the line, Murray
devised a rack-and-pinion system to increase the engines pulling power.
The design is clearly based on Trevithick's but its main innovation is the use of two pistons whose
cranks are set at right angles. This ensures that the engine will start from any position. These cranks
are clearly seen in the diagram below, as is the rack and pinion system.

Murray's engine 'Salamanca' of 1812
Four of these machines were built for the colliery and some were still in use 20 years later.

Hedley's 'Puffing Billy'
In 1813 William Hedley built an innovative machine for Wylam colliery called 'Puffing Billy'.

'Puffing Billy' William Hedley 1813
Instead of placing the pistons inside the boiler, they are positioned one on each side and connected
to the cranks by two rocking beams. This enabled Hedley to double the length of the flue inside the
boiler by placing the firebox and the chimney side by side at the same end. On the other hand, it
must have meant problems for the fireman working next to a possibly red hot chimney!
Originally the engine had eight wheels but this additional complication proved unnecessary in
practice and later versions only had four wheels still, however, driven by cog wheels.
Incredibly, this engine worked until 1862. It is now preserved in the Science Museum in
Kensington.

Stephenson's 'Killingworth Billy' and 'Locomotion'
In the decade after Waterloo, George Stephenson built a number of locomotives for Killington
colliery named after Blücher, Wellington etc. These all had the same basic pattern similar to
Murray's 'Salamanca' with a single flue and twin pistons set into the boiler. The main difference
being that the cranks from the pistons were coupled directly to the wheels, one to the front pair, the
other to the rear. Stephenson tried various ways of preserving the necessary 90 degree phase angle
between the two pistons, eventually settling on the now ubiquitous coupling rods as shown in this
1826 engine, the 'Killingworth Billy' now preserved in the Stephenson Railway Museum in North
Shields.

George Stephenson's engine 'Billy' of 1816
It is worth noting that, while the front crank and connecting rod are fastened to the same pin, the
rear connecting rod is linked to a fixed arm which rotates with the wheel, thus allowing clearance
for the crank to pass behind it each revolution.
For the first passenger railway, the Stockton and Darlington railway, Stephenson built a very similar
locomotive – 'Locomotion No 1' which is now preserved in Darlington.

'Locomotion No 1' George Stephenson 1825

While perfectly serviceable, the single flue design put severe limits on the rate at which steam could
be produced and hence on the maximum speed of the engine. In addition, the vertical pistons made
it virtually impossible to provide the locomotive with springs making high speed undesirable as
well as impractical. The next development – the multi-flue boiler was implemented by George
Stephenson's son, Robert and proved its efficiency at the Rainhill trials in the most important and
most innovative steam engine of all – the Rocket.

1829 Robert Stephenson's 'Rocket'

'Rocket' Robert Stephenson 1829
For the Rainhill trials, Robert Stephenson realised that simplicity, speed and reliability were more
important than tractive effort. He therefore dispensed with all those complicated cogs, chains and
coupling rods, connecting his two cylinders to a single pair of large driving wheels.
But the most important innovation (exactly whose idea it was is unclear) was to incorporate not one
but 25 straight flues within the boiler. This enormously increased the efficiency of the engine.
Other features which have been copied by virtually every other steam locomotive since are the
sprung suspension (clearly seen in the above illustration at the rear); different sizes for the driving
and load-bearing wheels; valve gear mounted parallel and integral with the pistons; exhaust steam
pipe leading to the chimney; steam dome and safety vale mounted on top of the boiler and finally, a
proper platform at the rear of the engine from which both driver and fireman have easy access to the
tools and controls which they need.
In spite of all these improvements, the Rocket design was soon superseded and she underwent
various modifications before being relegated to work in a colliery. What remains of her was donated
to the Science Museum in 1862.

The 'Novelty' and the 'Sans Pareil'
Two other engines which competed seriously at the Rainhill trials were the 'Novelty' built by John
Braithwaite and Captain John Ericsson and the Sans Pareil built by Timothy Hackworth. 'Novelty'
had two vertical cylinders bearing on a double cranked axle while the 'Sans Pareil' had a pair of
vertical cylinders outside the wheels.

'Novelty' Braithwaite 1829

'Sans Pareil' Hackworth 1829

1830 Stephenson's 'Northumbrian' and 'Planet'
With Stephenson's next locomotive, the 'Northumbrian' the firebox is placed wholly within the
boiler, the chimney is given a smokebox the whole diameter of the boiler and the pistons are almost
horizontal giving a much improved ride. Finally, in his perfected design the 'Planet', he placed the
cylinders horizontally underneath the boiler enabling him to fit springs to the driving wheels as
well, exchanging the two sets of wheels so that the exhaust from the cylinders could be fired
directly up into the smokebox.

'Northumbrian' Robert Stephenson 1830

'Planet' Robert Stephenson 1830

It was during the celebrations for the opening of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway on the 15th
of September 1830 that the MP William Huskisson was knocked down by 'Rocket'. George
Stephenson raced the injured man to hospital in Eccles using 'Northumbrian' covering the 15 miles
at an average speed of 36 mph but the doctors were unable to save him

Further developments
Over the next decade, Robert Stephenson built many variations on his 'Planet' design, one of which,
'Patentee', is illustrated below.

'Patentee' Robert Stephenson 1835
Another major innovation introduced in this period was Stephenson's link valve gear, invented (by
one of Stephenson's fitters, William Howe) in 1842, which enabled the driver to control exactly how
much steam was admitted to the cylinders. The standard type of valve gear simply knocked the
valve from one end of its travel to the other and the end of each stroke of the piston. This implies
that the working side of the piston is open to the boiler for pretty much the whole of its working
cycle. Any steam admitted to the piston at the end of its travel is therefore wasted.
Stephenson invented a linkage which allows the driver to cut off the supply of steam to the cylinder
long before it reaches the end of its travel. Together with the introduction of a superheater (to raise
the temperature of the steam to well above 100 degrees) this innovation resulted in greatly increased
efficiency.

The Great Western Railway
Isambard Kingdom Brunel wanted nothing but the best for his new railway and he started by
converting a couple of large 'Patentee' class engines to his broad 7' gauge. To do this he employed a
young engineer called Daniel Gooch and the result was the gorgeous 'North Star' which regularly
ran at 40 mph between London and Maidstone.

'North Star' Robert Stephenson 1837
A replica of this locomotive is in the GWR museum in Swindon.
Gooch continued to enlarge and refine the design producing in 1846 a series of engines of
unrivalled speed and power, the 'Iron Duke' class and the GWR continued to build and run a variety
of 'singles' (i.e. engines with a single pair of driving wheels) until the end of broad gauge in 1892.

'Iron Duke' class Daniel Gooch 1846

'Iron Duke ' class 1880
Broad gauge locomotives invariably had outside frames and inside cylinders.

Standard Gauge Locomotives
Another particularly successful variant of the 'Patentee' design was the 'Jenny Lind', built for the
London, Brighton and South Coast Railway in 1847. It had the unusual feature of outside frames for
the leading and trailing wheel but inside frames for the driving wheels but this improved the
running qualities of the locomotive.

'Jenny Lind' Wilson 1847
Another idea was tried by Thomas Crampton for the London and North Western Railway. This
involved placing the huge driving wheels behind the firebox giving the locomotive a very
unbalanced appearance. Although very successful, the 6-2-0 wheel arrangement was not popular in
Great Britain but it was widely used on the continent and in America.

'Patent Express' Crampton1851
Of more conventional appearance were the 'Bloomer' class produced for the L&NWR at Wolverton
by J.E.McConnell which had the classic 2-2-2 wheel arrangement with inside frames and inside
cylinders.

'Bloomer' class McConnell 1851
Meanwhile, at the L&NWR works in Crewe Alexander Allan was building a series of smaller
engines with outside cylinders which were eventually to become the standard pattern for all British
locomotives. First was 'Columbine', built in 1845 but here depicted as she was in 1880 with a cab.

'Columbine' Alexander Allan 1845
And then a class of coupled goods locomotives such as the one pictured here.

2-4-0 Goods engine Allan 1845

In 1847 Francis Trevithik (Robert Trevithik's son) tried an unusual solution to the problem of
combining large driving wheels (for speed) with a low centre of gravity (for stability) by placing the
boiler effectively underneath the main axle. The result was the 'Cornwall' and she proved to be very
fast and stable achieving a speed of 79 mph on a trial run. Unfortunately, though, the complications
introduced by the design forced Trevithik to rebuild her with a conventional boiler only 11 years
later.

Cornwall' Francis Trevithik 1847

'Cornwall' Trevithik as rebuilt 1858
In 1857 Trevithik was succeded by John Ramsbottom who designed the extremely successful
'Problem' class 2-2-2 locomotive and a similar 0-6-0 locomotive for goods traffic.

'Problem' class John Ramsbottom 1859

'DX-goods' class John Ramsbottom 1859

At the same time Matthew Kirtley was designing a new express locomotive for the Midland
Railway. He chose outside frames, inside cylinders and a 2-4-0 wheel arrangement of which there is
a fine example in the NRM.

'800 class' Matthew Kirtley 1866
Back on the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway, William Stroudley was designing another
express locomotive with coupled wheels – the 0-4-0 'Gladstone', also now preserved in the National
Railway Museum.

'Gladstine' William Stroudley 1882
One of the most successful class of locomotives ever built were the 'Stirling singles' designed by
Patrick Stirling' in 1870 for the Great Northern Railway. With outside cylinders, a 4-2-2 wheel
arrangement, cab and close-coupled tender, they really look the part.

'Stirling single' Patrick Stirling 1870
This fine locomotive is preserved in the National Railway Museum in York.
Yet another express locomotive from this era which is preserved in the NRM is 'Harwicke' one of
the 'Precedent' class built by Francis Webb in 1874 for the LNWR.

'Hardwicke' Francis Webb 1874
Matthew Kirtley was succeeded by Samuel Johnson at the Midland Railway in 1874 and in 1887 he
came up with a new design for a 'single driver' engine which became known as the 'Johnson spinner'
because of its tendency to spin its wheels on starting.

'Spinner' Samuel Johnson 1887
Number 673, built in 1897, is preserved at the NRM and makes a fitting finale to a century of
innovation and inspired design.
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